Real-world testing

Cyclone is the most advanced all-round system available for wind and shock isolation.

We understand though that all the engineering expertise in the world wouldn’t mean a thing if the finished product couldn’t stand up to the challenges of real-world location recording. Cyclone prototypes were sent out to location sound professionals for testing, and we would like to extend our special thanks to all those professionals that put the Cyclone through the harshest test imaginable - the real-world.
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www.rycote.com/on-location

Our customers are certainly involved with some amazing projects and use Rycote products out in the field every day. Read about their experiences, tips and tricks.

www.rycote.com/on-location
The Cyclone family
- with new, smaller lighter models

All Cyclone models feature our 3D-Tex® material providing excellent acoustic transparency, superb wind-noise attenuation and a neutral appearance.

Cyclone Small models
Cyclone Small delivers outstanding performance for small diaphragm condenser and short shotgun microphones alike. An Offset Link bracket is included, to provide mic axis articulation if required for ideal microphone placement. Short XLR, LEMO and MZL models are available making Cyclone Small perfect for popular mics like the Sennheiser MKH 50 & 8000 series, as well as Schoeps CMC and MiniCMIT.*

Cyclone Medium
With our premium short XLR, the Cyclone Medium fits a wide range of microphone sizes. This Cyclone family member accommodates not only short shotgun microphones but also many popular shotgun mics – making Cyclone Medium ideal for mics such as the Sennheiser MKH 416, Schoeps CMIT 5U, and Sanken CS-1.*

Cyclone Large
Cyclone Large maintains industry-leading performance and is perfect for longer shotgun microphones such as the Sennheiser MKH 60 and the Schoeps Super CMIT.*

Optional Accessories
Cyclone Windjammer, Large (029101) Extension handle (037301)
Cyclone Windjammer, Medium (029102) Cyclone w/Tac!T cable, XLR-3f (017034)
Cyclone Windjammer, Small (029103)

Overview
The Cyclone range, featuring next-generation wind and handling isolation for discerning audio professionals.

The premium microphone windshield system with ground-breaking acoustics for all-round performance excellence.

Taking care of your Cyclone
Thanks to the clever design, care is easy and quick. Simply remove the 3D-Tex® basket and wash it in a mild detergent. Afterward, you can easily put it back on.

Taking care of your Cyclone

Superb Acoustic Transparency
Open shell design with small cutouts, ensuring straight acoustic paths – great for adhesion of room tones.

Greater Wind Reduction
Aerodynamically efficient asymmetric basket covered with our advanced 3D-Tex® material provides enormous benefits in terms of surface turbulence and delivers superb wind-noise reduction.

Frontal Motion to Suspension
in the blink of an eye
The windshield basket design uses a magnetic Z-Locking System that can be opened and closed using just one hand. Reassembly allows the windshield sides to snap into perfect alignment.

Taking shock-isolation a step further – Multi Suspension design
The Rycote industry-leading Lyre® microphone suspension reduces the bulk of shock and handling noise, with further shock and handling isolation provided by the Floating Basket Suspension (Pat. Pending). The Lyre principle is also incorporated within the Floating Basket Suspension for vibration isolation between basket and pole.

Consistent performance with low maintenance
Location sound mixers require equipment that will not only withstand extreme conditions, but also maintain consistent performance. 3D-Tex was developed for both outstanding performance and ease of maintenance.
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